
New  Celebrity  Couple:  Amy
Poehler  Is  Dating  Lawyer
Benjamin Graf

By Whitney Johnson

Sorry, guys: It looks like one of our favorite funny ladies is
off the market. Parks and Recreation actress Amy Poehler is
dating New York City-based lawyer Benjamin Graf, according
to  UsMagazine.com.  The  outlet  reported  that  the  celebrity
couple were first spotted hiking together in Los Angeles in
May of last year. This relationship isn’t the comedian’s first
one since her 2012 celebrity divorce from Will Arnett. She was
previously linked to actor Nick Kroll, but their conflicting
schedules  led  to  their  break-up.  Here’s  to  hoping  that
Poehler’s new love with Graf brings her a lot of laughs!

This comedian has found her match —
for now, at least! What are some
unique ways to search for someone
you’ll connect with?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sure, it’s tempting to head to your favorite restaurant or bar
when you want to meet someone new, but Cupid encourages you to
think outside the box in your search for love. Follow this
relationship advice if you’re looking for a unique way to find
a potential partner:

1. Download a dating app: Finding love can be as easy as
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playing with your phone! Thanks to apps like Tinder, Bumble,
and Coffee Meets Bagel, meeting someone special is just a
swipe or click away.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Amy Poehler and Nick Kroll Call
It Quits

2. Go on a blind date: If your BFF has been begging to set you
up with her boyfriend’s cute co-worker, it’s time to say yes.
After all, what do you have to lose? Even if the date’s a
total failure, you’re at least opening yourself up to the
possibility of meeting Mr. Right.

Related Link: Will Arnett Files for Celebrity Divorce from Amy
Poehler

3. Take a class: You’ll never meet someone new if you’re
always sitting on your couch. Grab a girlfriend and sign up
for a cooking class at your local Whole Foods. If you end up
sitting next to a hot, single guy, great! And if not, at least
you’ll know how to make a delicious meal or two whenever you
do find someone special.

What’s a unique way to meet a potential partner? Share your
best dating advice in the comments below!

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Famous Couples That Co-Parent
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Jennifer Lopez and Marc Anthony

Although they're no longer together, the two singers co-parent
and do business together. These celebrity exes didn't let
their break-up get in the way of their children or career.
Photo: Charles Norfleet / PR Photos

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Amy
Poehler and Nick Kroll Call
It Quits

By Kyanah Murphy
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There’s yet another celebrity break-up in Hollywood, and it
sucks! Celebrity couple Amy Poehler and Nick Kroll decided to
call  it  quits  due  to  conflicting  schedules.
UsMagazine.com reports that the celebrity couple just couldn’t
make  it  work.  Can  you  believe  it?  As  we  all  know,  it’s
important to make time for your significant other and it’s a
shame when something as amazing as your relationship comes to
an end because you aren’t able to make that time. At least
this celebrity break-up doesn’t have anyone on bad terms, but
our hearts goes out to the newly split couple.

Amy  and  Nick  join  the  celebrity
break-up ranks for 2015. What are
some ways to balance your schedule
so  it  doesn’t  negatively  affect
your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Though it’s sad to say and see, perhaps we can learn from this
celebrity break-up how to manage our schedules to make time
for  our  partner.  Cupid  has  some  dating  advice  on  how  to
balance that schedule:

1. Make time: Honestly, you have to make time, especially if
you’re constantly busy. You make time to go to the doctor when
you need to go, do you not? If you can do that, you should be
able to find some sort of time for your partner. No two people
have the same schedule or life but people make it work!

Related Link: ‘Mad Men’ Creator Says Jon Hamm and Jennifer
Westfeldt Are Having ‘Tough Time’ Post-Celebrity Break-Up

2. Consider including your partner: Do you have to go out of
town  for  something?  Have  a  get  together  you  must  attend?
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Consider taking your partner with you. You’re killing two
birds  with  one  stone  this  way!  Don’t  forget  to  share
everything  with  your  partner  as  well!

Related  Link:  Megan  Fox  Returns  to  Social  Media  After
Celebrity  Divorce  Filing  From  Brian  Austin  Green

3. There’s always technology: If you absolutely cannot see
each other face-to-face, there’s always text, FaceTime, and
Skype to help connect you two until you are able to reunite
again.

What are some ways you balance your schedule and relationship?
Comment below!

Our 5 Favorite Celeb BFFs

By Courtney Omernick

Hollywood is full of amazing celebrity couples, but, what
about the celeb “friend” couples, or, “BFF”s?

Below  is  a  list  of  our  five
favorite celebrity BFFs. See if you
agree!

1. Tina Fey and Amy Poehler: Tina and Amy shared the screen on
“Saturday Night Live” for years, but their friendship began in
the  90’s  when  they  were  both  studying  improv  comedy  in
Chicago.
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Related Link: Love Advice: Can Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley
Cooper’s Work Marriage Work

2.  Drew  Barrymore  and  Cameron  Diaz:  These  Charlie’s
Angels stars became best friends during the first film in
2000, and they attended each other’s weddings.

Related Link: Famous Couple Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie: When
is it Time to Seek Help?

3. Demi Lovato and Selena Gomez: This pair’s friendship began
ten  years  ago  when  they  both  auditioned  for  Barney,  and
they’ve remained close ever since.

4. Taylor Swift and Emma Stone: These two actresses met at the
Young Hollywood Awards five years ago, and their celebrity
friendship blossomed from there. Taylor said in 2011 that Emma
is like a sister to her.

5.  Zach  Galifianakis  and  Bradley  Cooper:  These  two  were
friends long before they starred together in The Hangover.
Bradley  made  an  appearance  on  Zach’s  VH1  talk  show,  Late
World, in 2002 and was one of the first stars to appear on his
Funny or Die Between Two Ferns series.

What are some of your favorite celebrity BFFs? Comment below!

Will Arnett Files for Divorce
from  Amy  Poehler  19  Months
After Separation
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By Sanetra Richards

Another one bites the dust! Will Arnett is ready to sign the
papers (divorce ones, that is) and [legally] move on with his
life. According UsMagazine.com, the 43-year-old The Millers
actor  has  filed  for  divorce  from  his  estranged  wife,  Amy
Poehler, after 19 months of separation. The couple has two
boys together, 5-year-old Archie and 3-year-old Abel, in which
the Arrested Development star is asking for joint legal and
physical custody, along with visitation rights.

How do you know when to give up on your marriage?

Cupid’s Advice:

Marriage takes tons of work and effort that should be forth
without hesitation. You and your partner are struggling to
keep the marriage alive and are losing hope. Well, sometimes
it is best to let it go because there is nothing there anymore
that is worth fighting for. Cupid has some signs to recognize
when knowing whether to give up on your marriage:

1. Increase in arguments: There is constant bickering between
the  two  of  you  and  by  the  end  of  it,  nothing  has  been
resolved. You cannot even start a simple conversation without
tension and anger eventually coming about. Asking for favors
is completely out of the question because you are expecting
backlash or complaints. These are a few examples that your
marriage  has  fallen  to  the  rocks  and  you  should  possibly
consider  separation.  A  marriage  is  made  up  of  many  key
components to keep it going: understanding, communication, and
giving. Being at each other’s throats on a daily basis is not
healthy and will not improve without those components.

Related: Will Arnett and Katie Lee Dating, Kiss and Hold Hands
at Dinner

2.  No  love  in  the  air:  So  long  to  the  romantic  dates,
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gestures, and getaways! You kissed that goodbye once bickering
became a daily ritual in your marriage. You are no longer
looking at your significant other the same, with the eyes that
see nothing but love. Instead, resentment fills them and you
would rather not look at your partner at all. These are clear
signs to be wary of and you should consider separation for the
best.

Related: Will Arnett Says Dating Seems ‘Very Scary’ Right Now

3. Eyes begin to wander: You begin to notice your partner not
the only one who can catch or keep your attention anymore.
Thoughts and envisions of being somewhere or with someone else
start to form. Do not ignore this or think it is minor. If you
or your partner wishes to engage in other affairs, divorce
should be considered.

How do you know when to let go of a marriage? Share your
thoughts below.

Will Arnett and Katie Lee are
Dating  and  Shows  PDA  in
Public

By April Littleton

Will Arnett and celebrity chef Katie Lee are dating! The new
couple were spotted sharing a meal together at The Crow’s Nest
restaurant in Montauk, NY on Thursday, August 8. “They came in
around 8 and his arm was around her waist,” a source told
UsMagazine.com. Arnett separated from Amy Poehler in September
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2012  after  nine  years  of  marriage.  They  have  two  kids
together,  Archie,  4  and  Abel,  2.

How do you go public with a new partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

You’ve just started seeing someone and you think you’re ready
to go public with the romance. Dating someone new is always
fun  and  exciting,  but  you  don’t  want  to  introduce  your
significant  other  to  the  people  you  love  unless  you’re
absolutely sure he/she will be around for awhile. Cupid is
here to help:

1. Talk to your partner first: You need to have “the talk”
with your new love before you make any plans to go public. Ask
your companion how they feel about making the relationship
known to some of your friends and family. If he/she is unsure
about their commitment to you or they’re just not ready to
meet your loved ones yet, give them a little more time.

2. Let your family know: If your significant other  is OK with
taking your relationship to the next level, give your family
the heads up first. Tell you family and friends about your
partner before you introduce them to one another.

3. Make sure you’re ready: Really think about what you’re
about to get yourself into. Are you sure you’re ready to let
the family meet your honey? Hold off on any meeting plans if
you feel even the slightest bit of hesitation. The person
you’re dating might not even be the right one to meet your
loved ones.



Will Arnett Says Dating Seems
‘Very Scary’ Right Now

By Kerri Sheehan

Since his split from fellow actor comedienne, Amy Poehler,
Will Arnett has taken a step back when it comes to dating.
After nine years of marriage and two sons together, Arnett
isn’t looking to rush back into dating. “I’m 43 and I’ve found
my happiness — which is my kids,” Arnett said according to
People. He added, “Yeah, I don’t know what you do. Do you put
out an announcement in the trades? I’M DATING! It all seems
very scary to me, to be honest.”

How do you get back in the dating game after being out of it
for a long time?

Cupid’s Advice:

The dating world is scary for everyone. It’s a jungle full of
random people and you never know who is in it just to play and
who is in it to find love. Cupid has some advice:

1. Put yourself out there: You never know who you’re going to
meet and where you’re going to meet them so always be open to
new settings and environments. Maybe your soul mate was hiding
somewhere at that party you did want to go to last week, but
you’ll never really know.

2. Don’t be afraid to strike out: You can’t let the fear of
striking out keep you from winning the game. Just because you
don’t succeed once, twice, or a thousand times doesn’t mean
that you next home run isn’t just around the corner. Dating
has always been hot or miss, so just keep hoping for a hit.
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3. Know yourself: You can’t truly fall in love with someone
else unless you know who you are first. Expecting someone to
fall in love with you without first loving yourself is like
expecting a halfhearted salesman to get any business.

How do you recommend getting back into the dating game? Share
below.

5 Secrets from My Date with
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler

By Karen Siff Exkorn for GalTime.com

Tina Fey shares her lip gloss and talks to Amy Poehler in
crazy gibberish

I’m pretty sure it’s every woman’s dream to go on a date with
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler.  Or at least it was mine.

So there I was, at the Beacon Theater in New York City,
attending an event to benefit autism called Night of Too Many
Stars.  Hosted  by  Jon  Stewart,  the  evening  featured  Ben
Stiller, Seth Rogen, Stephen Colbert, Harvey Keitel, Carly Rae
Jepsen, Katy Perry, Sting, and many more, including, Tina Fey
and Amy Poehler.

Jon Stewart announced that one of the live auction items was
to “spend a date night as the new best friend of Tina Fey and
Amy Poehler.” The next thing I knew, the bidding began and I
raised my hand high in the air.  Cut to minutes later, I found
myself  onstage  at  the  Beacon  Theater–with  another  winning
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bidder  and  my  new  best  friends  Tina  and  Amy!   After  an
intimate  bonding  experience  in  front  of  3,000  audience
members, we were whisked outside for a photo shoot that was
later shown on a jumbo screen at the theater.

By spending a date night with these two incredibly talented
and amazing women, I learned a few things.

5 BFF Secrets I Learned with Tina Fey and Amy
Poehler

1.  They have a special language
You  know  how  most  best  friends  can  complete  each  other’s
sentences or know how the other is feeling just by a glance? 
Well, Tina and Amy have that, and more!  It’s almost like they
relate on a psychic level.  When we were backstage, they
decided to come up with a skit that would involve us, only
they didn’t want us to know what they were planning. They
started communicating in what seemed like a combination of
gibberish and charades. Even though we were seated right next
to them, we had no idea what they were up to.  Speaking very
quickly, gesturing wildly, and giggling in agreement, Tina and
Amy managed to create a spectacular skit in only minutes.

2.  They are who you think they are
If you already guessed from their movies and interviews that
Tina and Amy are fabulous, smart, funny women, then you’re
right.  These women are the real thing.  Some actors just
“act” like they’re nice, when they’re really not.  A producer
friend  of  mine  interviews  celebrities  and  shares  horror
stories of how some actresses are all “smiling and nice” when
the cameras are on and all “bitchy and diva-esque” once the
cameras are off.  Tina and Amy could not have been nicer
during the time we spent together.  They not only treated us
with love and respect, but they also treated the cameraman,
crew and all of the fans who crowded around to watch us during
the photo shoot with the same love and respect.



3.   They  don’t  engage  in  “Tripping  the  Head
Cheerleader” behavior
Being a woman in show business (or any business for that
matter) can be a challenge.  Business is competitive, and
women not only have to deal with the competition from others,
but also with that ever present glass ceiling.  I should know.
I’ve had my own management consulting business for over 20
years.  Tina  and  Amy  are  in  a  business  that’s  typically
controlled by men, and yet, they’ve risen to the top.  Why? 
Because, instead of trying to beat each other up or engage in
undermining  behaviors  (as  I’ve  seen  many  women  do),  they
support each other and nurture each other’s careers. You’ve
seen their work together on SNL and in the movies–these women
are each other’s head cheerleaders.  If more women could learn
to support each other and cheer each other on, we could use
that collective energy to break through that glass ceiling
once and for all.

4.  They’re both caring moms who care about more
than just their own kids
Tina has her beautiful daughters Alice and Penelope, and Amy
has her adorable sons Archie and Abel.  You can tell they’re
caring parents by the way they gush about their kids.  But
their caring goes beyond their own kids.  They both generously
donated their time and talent to appear at this benefit for
autism education, and were interested to learn more about
children with autism.  Because of my personal relationship
with autism, I shared our son’s story of recovery.  We talked
about the ongoing need for autism education as more and more
children are being diagnosed.  And we all wept while watching
Katy Perry perform an incredibly moving duet with a young girl
with autism whose dream was to meet her singing idol one day.
(If you haven’t seen it, it’s worth watching on YouTube.)



5. They share lip gloss
In an attempt to lighten the mood (since I started getting
teary-eyed writing my last entry), I’ve decided to share my
last bit of insider information about Tina and Amy.  Tina
carries lip gloss.  Amy does not.  So Tina shared her lip
gloss with Amy.  And when Tina overheard me saying that I
wished I’d brought my own lip gloss, she generously offered to
share hers with me.  Yes, it’s true.  I shared Tina’s lip
gloss.  As I smeared the gloss on my lips with the wand that
had just touched both Tina and Amy’s lips, I secretly hoped
that their brilliance might rub off on me.  I’m still hoping…

Celeb Couples Take Emmys By
Storm

True Blood costars and real-life newlyweds Anna Paquin and
Stephen Moyer were just one of the celebrity couples present
at the 2010 Emmy Awards.  Other couples who made stylish
appearances  on  the  red  carpet  were  Claire  Danes  and  Hugh
Dancy, Amy Poehler and Will Arnett, Eva Longoria Parker and
Tony Parker, Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka, January
Jones and Jason Sudeikis, as well as many others, according to
YourTango.  All making different fashion statements, the stars
made sure their partners were up to snuff as well.Should you
tell your partner how to dress?

Cupid’s Advice:

Often times one person in a relationship has more fashion
sense than the other.  Cupid has some ideas to help you deal:
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1. Let the minor things go: If you have something to say about
what your partner is wearing each and every time he steps out
of  the  house,  it’s  bound  to  lead  to  some  disagreements.
 Choose your fights carefully.  Only speak up if your mate is
truly wearing something you cannot tolerate in public.

2.  Positive  encouragement:  Fashion  is  a  way  to  express
yourself.  By controlling what your partner wears, you’re
taking away some of his personal expression.  Try peppering
your criticisms with positive encouragement.  “Honey, I really
like the graphic tee you have on, but would you mind wearing
your black blazer with it?”

3. Compromise: It’s a given that you won’t always see eye-to-
eye with your partner.  If you don’t agree with his fashion
choice, politely ask him if he will change.  Don’t go choose a
new outfit for him.  By putting the ball in his court, he
feels like he still has some sense of style control.

Amy  Poehler  &  Will  Arnett
Welcome Another Son

Amy Poehler and Will Arnett welcomed their second son, Abel
James  Arnett,  weighing  7  lbs.,  13  oz.  on  Friday  morning,
adding to their growing family.  Their first son, Archie, will
be turning two this October.  Their rep told People, “Amy,
Will,  Abel  and  Archie  are  all  healthy  and  resting
comfortably.”

How do you prepare your older children for a new baby in the
family?
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Cupid’s Advice:

There  are  several  ways  to  make  your  current  child(ren)
comfortable around new arrivals, starting while you’re still
pregnant, or thinking of becoming pregnant.  Read what Cupid
has to say:

1. Talk to your kids: Early in the pregnancy, or if possible,
before you become pregnant, sit down with your family and
explain the coming changes.  Be prepared for questions by
checking out sites like Kid’s Health.

2. Classes: Many hospitals and birthing centers offer free or
low cost big brother/sister classes.  They’ll help your little
ones learn how to interact with the new baby.  Your children
can even learn how to change a diaper!

3. Spend time with older kids: If you don’t have much time to
give, focus on the quality of that time.  Make sure they know
that you still love them.

 


